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Lesson 10 – Weather 
Stage Time Teacher Activities/Description  Materials 
1.   vocab 

 
Weather: rainy, windy, sunny, hot, cloudy, cold, stormy 
Shapes: triangle, circle, rectangle, square 
Prep of place: on, in, behind, under, next to, above, near, in front of 
Face: nose, mouth, eyes, ears, hair 
Simple directions: up, down, left, right, stop 

 

2.  10 min Revise 
greetings and 
conversation 

Ask random studentss “What is your name?” “Where are you from?” “How old are you?” 
“Do you have any brothers and sisters?” etc. 
 

 

3.  10 min Activation “spin the bottle”: studentss have to answer a question and can then ask anything before they 
spin again. 
 
Ask “How’s the weather?” before the last spin of the bottle. 

bottle 
 

4.  5 min Demonstrate 
Elicit/drill/c.c 

weather with pic cards 
elicit “its weather” -  rainy, windy, sunny, hot, cloudy, cold, stormy (draw on WB and use 
actions) 

Weather 
flashcards 
 

5.  10 min  Drill “How’s the weather?” 
Use flashcards to help studentss answer individually “its weather” 

 

6.  10 min Pictionary Studentss draw rain, etc in team’s first one to finish wins.  
7.  10 min Speaking 

Practice 
Give example of pairs speaking practice using small flash cards. Cards face down, one 
students asks “How’s the weather?” and pics up flashcard facing other student who answers 
“its weather” 

blank paper 
Weather 
flashcards 

8.  5 min shapes vocab elicit shapes using flashcards flashcards 
9.  10 min concentration play concentration flashcards 
10.  5 min recap prep recap prep of place any familiar objects 
11.  15 min race game Studentss in teams have to draw shapes in certain places: 

draw a triangle in a square, draw a circle next to a rectangle etc. 
 

12.  5 min face vocab recap parts of the face  
13.  10 min vocab elicit simple directions – up, down, left, right, stop  
14.  15 min  Split into teams and stick big paper up on wall with a big circle on for each team. 

One students is blindfolded and the others have to direct them to draw a face part on the 
paper using simple directions only. 

big paper and markers 
blindfold 


